Future Music Legends In The Making

This year’s EXPOSURE began on Tuesday morning and the atmosphere was full of electric vibes, anticipation and nerves as the rehearsals continued throughout the day. The slow process of the sound checks and practicing of acts gave a sense of appreciation about how much effort, time and preparation goes on behind the scenes of all our school productions. The musical acts ranged from acoustic, to punk, to rock & metal, making the night time performance even more impressive, with everyone finding a favourite act or two. But let’s not forget about the amazing ballet, circus and dance acts that left the audience in awe! Every act was utterly incredible, but there were a few in particular that left the crowd in amazement. Covering ‘Walk with Me in Hell’ by the metal legends, Lamb of God; Lewis S, Nathan W, Mason C and Drew S left the audience with goose bumps after smashing the song - and a few drum sticks - definitely doing the song nothing but justice! And just as impressive as the instrumental side of it, Lewis S’s vocals and stage personality did not fail to impress, comparable to Randy Blythe’s (Lamb of God) vocals and Winston McCall’s (Parkway Drive) energetic and lively stage persona.

Another noteworthy performance was Quite Like Pete’s cover of “Always” by Blink 182. The band’s energy on stage was far more than impressive! Well done Shaun R, Mitchell B, Ian T and Sam B. EXPOSURE definitely highlights the incredibly talented creative and performing arts students, and is an incredible experience. So much time, organisation and hard work goes into producing these brilliant shows. A very special and well deserved thank you to the wonderful Mr Grace and Mr Skinner, to all the students involved in the shows, whether back stage or performing and to all the people who came to support Ulladulla High School’s 2014 Exposure.
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